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ABSTRACT
At the Institute of Lexicography at the University of Iceland, 7l$jX is used for the
typesetting of dictionaries. Currently we are in the process of bringing out a large etymological dictionary which is typeset in TEX with Postscript fonts. Details of this project are
presented. The value of generic or logical coding over typographical coding is emphasized.

1. Background
In this paper I will discuss the use of T@ in the work carried out at the Institute of Lexicography of
the University of Iceland. The Institute was founded in 1948 and has as its major aim the production
of an historical dictionary of Icelandic from 1540 (when the first printed book appeared in Icelandic)
up to the present, a dictionary somewhat along the lines of the Oxford English Dictionary.
During the past forty years, a lot of material has been gathered for the dictionary. The main
collection of the Institute comprises some 2.5 million dictionary slips; others include, for instance a
collection of words from the spoken language. These other collections contain perhaps 300,000 slips in
all. Near the end of 1982, it was decided to begin evaluating the collection with the aim of publishing
an historical dictionary of the language. At the same time it was decided to embark on computerizing
the Institute itself.
The first computational project involved registering the main collection so as to open more paths
into the collection itself. A database of all the words contained in the collection was set up. The
word class, date of oldest and newest citation, the oldest source, number of citations kept in the
collection and the word type (whether the word is a compound, an affixed word or a 'simple' word)
were registered for each word. This database contains a total of just over 600,000 words. This is a
surprisingly high figure but is explained in part by word-compounding, which is an active process in
the Germanic languages, not the least in Icelandic.
In some respects, this database file can be viewed as a first approximation to a dictionary although
a very primitive one, since it does not have any grammatical analysis to speak of. Yet, because the
material is stored in a database (as opposed to a linear alphabetized order), it does enable us to escape
from the "tyranny of the alphabet" and gives us multiple access paths t o the collections of the Institute.
The editing of historical dictionaries has usually proceeded in alphabetical order, the work being
brought out in installments over a period of decades. This is an approach which is in many respects
less than ideal since the editor is forced to deal with words which do not form a coherent set under
any reasonable linguistic criterion. We would therefore like to proceed in a different manner, dealing
with individual word classes at a time. The availability of the computer makes this relatively easy t o
accomplish. It has now been decided by the governing board of the Institute that the editing work
will concentrate on the verbs with the aim of producing an historical dictionary of verbs as the first
volumes of what will hopefully later become a comprehensive historical dictionary of Icelandic.
This work was begun in 1985. The editorial strategy involves some novelties compared with traditional methods (eg., Kuhn 1982), in that each citation is furnished with a set of editorial descriptors
detailing the grammatical and semantic features of the citation itself. This is done on-line with the
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Figure 1: A model for a "lexicographer's workbench"
description being stored in a database system. The database system is then used to make TQX-encoded
scripts which TEX then changes into beautifully typeset pages.
In 1986, in a talk presented at the NordData Conference in Stockholm, I outlined the approach we
were using and illustrated it with a figure of a "lexicographer's workbench" (Figure I ) , commenting
that a number of features had not been implemented. "This holds especially for the 'manuscript
writer'. Our work has not yet reached the stage where this is in great demand, but we envisage, for
example, the possibility of using the database to turn out manuscripts for a typesetting program like
TJ$P (Pind 1986:87).
Well, this was written before we even had a version of Tm running at the Institute! As a matter
of fact, though we expected that typesetting would be something that we would deal with much later,
a lot of work over the past couple of years has been devoted to the typesetting side of lexicography.
There are two reasons for this. The first is that the lexicographer very much wants to be able to
print proofs from the lexicographic database that show some resemblance to a traditional dictionary.
The second is the fact that we have been engaged in producing an Icelandic etymological dictionary
working from the author's manuscript. This project will be described in detail below.

2. Icelandic T'X

In October 1986 I first acquired T&X.Unfortunately it was not possible for me at that time t o work with
Icelandic in T&X since a number of characters were missing from the Computer Modern fonts which
are needed in Icelandic: such as thorn and eth (\char '034 and \char ' 0 3 7 in Figure 2). Additionally,
will not hyphenate words
Icelandic has a number of accented characters and, as is well known,
which contain floating accents. In January 1987, however, I acquired Doug Henderson's METAFONT
for MS-DOS and this enabled me to get started on making Icelandic versions of the Computer Modern
fonts. The first version was limited to 128 characters, due to limitations in the drivers then available.
The special Icelandic characters are accessed as ligatures, as recommended by Knuth (1984:46). An
Icelandic hyphenation table was made using Frank Liang's PATGEN-program. This table has turned
out to perform excellently. A number of changes have also been made to the p l a i n and ~ T E Xmacros
to accommodate Icelandic. The development of Icelandic TQX was originally carried out on an IBM
PC/AT. In early 1988 we switched over to AIX on an IBM PC/RT and got Rick Simpson's excellent
port of T@ and METAFONT to that machine. This has since been the platform on which we have
operated.
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Figure 2: The Icelandic Font irnrlo

3. The Making of an Etymological Dictionary
I turn now to a discussion of the making of one particular dictionary, a 1250-page etymological dictionary of Icelandic which will appear later this year. The etymological dictionary is the work of one
man, the late Asgeir Blijndal Magnhson, who worked at the Institute for over forty years. When
keyboarding of the text began in 1985, it was expected that the dictionary would eventually be typeset
by a professional printer. Indeed, at that time we did not even have
at the Institute as mentioned
above. However, I acquired the m b o o k early in 1985 and QX did influence the keyboarding of the
manuscript.
We were immediately confronted with the diverse floating accents which any etymological dictionary
contains and I decided that we would adopt the Q X coding scheme as our model for the keyboarding.
I now have some doubts about the suitability of this scheme as I will elaborate on later. However, it
must be emphasized that I never expected that in fact the dictionary would end up being typeset with

wThe
.
dictionary was keyboarded directly from the author's handwritten manuscript (having been

collected on slips of the traditional kind so loved by lexicographers before the advent of computing).
The PC-Write editor was used to input the manuscript, since it uses near ASCII-filesand is easily
configured. It was limited to 60K files but this did not cause any trouble. When the whole manuscript
had been input, it amounted to 151 files containing just over 7Mb of text.
Proofreading and checking the manuscript turned out to be a major task, even more so since the
author died in 1987. In December 1988, it became clear that it would be possible to publish the
dictionary this year and arrangements were made with the largest printing house in Iceland t o take
care of the typesetting and printing. The typesetting was to be done on a Linotronic 300. At that
time it turned out, however, that the typesetting process would be difficult since a lot of accents were
missing from the fonts which were available. Some of these could be ordered from Linotype, others
had to be made specifically at what we felt was an exorbitant price. I think I can fairly say that the
printers were none too happy with the prospect of typesetting this massive book.
At this point, I decided that I would have a go at typesetting the dictionary myself with
This fitted also very well into our overall strategy since we had decided that we would use TEX in the

w.
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future as our typesetting engine and had, as a matter of fact, already made some experiments with
the dictionary of verbs. Using the etymological dictionary as the first major test-case was of course
in some respects ideal since if we could accomplish that, we felt we could cope with any dictionary. I
should point out that this is by no means the first Icelandic book typeset with T H . The first one was
actually a book about the Macintosh personal computer written by the present author (Pind 1987)
- my apologies for not having chosen a weightier subject for the occasion! A number of other books
with more on their way. The dictionary is, however, by
have appeared in Icelandic typeset with
far the most ambitious and also the first (Icelandic) book of its kind typeset with WY.

m,

4. Some Details
Figure 3 shows a page from the dictionary printed on the Linotronic 300.

4.1 The Dictionary Entry
A typical article from this page is the one for cidan, meaning 'just now'. This is coded as follows:
\hword{&ban) ao. 'fyrir skommu'; \shwordidaur),
\dag\shwordCdar) ao. 'fyrr'. Sbr. far. \wforrni&aan(i)),
\wformidaur), nno. \wformi\aai)dan),
\wform{\aa{)der),
fd.
\wf ormiadens), fsz . \wformiapans) , nsa . \wf ormiij \aa()ns\/)
;
sk. fe. \wform{\=(a)dre),
fsax. \wform{\=adro\/) 'undir
eins', fhp. \wform{\=atar\/)
'fljbtur, skilningsskarpur'; likl.
einnig i att via lettn. \wform{\-atrs) 'brbaur, flj6tur til'
og lith. \wf orm(otr\ 'us\/) ' a a fur ' .
This, admittedly, doesn't look particularly nice, but the output from the Linotronic sure does and
that is what counts. Each article starts with a headword which is given by the \hword macro. Other
categories shown in the extract are \shword which identifies a 'subsidiary headword' and \wf orm which
identifies a word, either one from a different language or one cross-referenced in the dictionary.
As can be seen in Figure 3, it is often the case that there are multiple meanings for one word, each
one entered as a separate headword. These are distinguished by a decimal number in front of the word
itself. These numbers are given as an optional parameter (enclosed in square brackets) for the \hword
macro which is defined as follows:
\def\hwordi\futurelet\PossBracket\hwordbranch)
\def\hwordbranch{\if x\PossBracket [%
\let\next=\hwordwithno
\else
\let\next=\hwordwithoutno
\fi
\next

1
\def\hwordwithno [#I] #2{%
(\leavevmode\hbox to lOpt{)\bf#l
#2\mark{#2)))
\def\hwordwithoutno#l{%
i\leavevmode\hbox to lOpt{)\bf#l\mark{#l)))
We use \futurelet to check for the presence of a bracket. If it is present, the macro \hwordwithno
is executed, otherwise the macro \hwordwithoutno is used. Note that the indent is specified with an
\hbox. Since this occurs at the very beginning of a paragraph, it is necessary to leave the vertical
mode explicitly, using \leavemode. The
primitive \mark enables us to automate the typesetting
of the headwords at the top of each page, which shows the range of entries on a particular page. For
this dictionary, which is set in two-column format, a version of Knuth's double-column output routine
from Appendix E of The w b o o k has been used. These output macros make use of \vsplit to divide
the page into two columns. The \headline macro is as follows:
\def\headline{\hbox to \pagewidth{%
\tenbf\strut\hbox to 14pc{\firstmark\hfil}%
\hfill\folio\hfill\hbox to 14pc{\hfil\splitbotmark}}}
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Figure 4: The placement of the ogo~lekaccent under different letters
The \f irstmark token marks the first headword on each page and the \splitbotmark marks the last
headword on the page.
4.2 Accents
has an
In an etymological dictionary, there are n different accents which need to be taken care of.
\accent primitive which positions accents over letters. Unfortunately the \accent primitive is limited
to putting one accent over a letter. Often there is a need to put two accents over a single letter. For
this it is necessary to write special macros.
One subtlety which 'l&X does not address directly is the fact that it is not always possible to
position accents without knowing what letter it is put over. This holds, for example, for the acute
accent over a k. Ordinarily, the accent primitive works fine for positioning an acute accent over letters
(see e.g., 8, S), but when it comes to the k, the accent should not be positioned as in k, but rather as
in K. A similar issue arises in regard to the positioning of the ogonek accent under letters. Thus it is
usually placed under the middle of an o but at the right serif of the A and a (Figure 4).
These facts bring up the question of coding. The character set of the Computer Modern fonts is
really quite limited since it only uses 128 character positions out of the 256 possible. Adobe Postscript
fonts have many more characters (around 300) and the Bitstream fonts even more. In particular, many
accented characters are part of the standard Adobe and Bitstream fonts and it would seem natural
to use those. This makes it necessary to define the characters in a manner similar to that adopted
by Knuth for the mathematical symbols. Thus we would have control sequences such as \aacute,
\oogonek, \ubreve,etc. In fact, in many ways this is probably a better choice than using the accent
coding. In our case, for instance, where we want to be able to use both the Adobe fonts and Iinuth's
Computer Modern - changing between them with a simple switch - a fragment of our font coding
macros runs on along the following lines:
\newif\ifcmfonts

...

\ifcmfonts
\message{*** Computer Modern fonts used ***I
\font\tenrm=imrlO % im . . . Icelandic versions of Computer Modern
\f ont\ninerm=imr9
\font\eightrm=imr8

...

\def\aa{\accent23a)
\ d e f \ L ~ \ l e a v e v m o d e \ s e t b o x 0 \ h b o x ~ \ h b o xto\wdO{\hss\char32L}~

...
\else
\message{*** Postscript fonts used
\f ont\tenrm=Timesro at 10pt
\font\ninerm=~imesroat 9pt
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...
\def\aa(\char7)
\def \L{\char3>

% Yes, our encoding i s a b i t p e c u l i a r !

...

\f i
This makes it possible for us to define the characters without regard for the particular fonts we
are using. Here a generic or logical approach to the coding of characters is adopted rather than the
coding scheme is natural for use with the
typographically-oriented coding of the W b o o k . The
Computer Modern fonts. When extending Tm to use other fonts it becomes less than ideal and thus
it is appropriate to adopt another coding scheme which is not font-based.1
At one point I attempted to use the Bitstream fonts, but they turned out to be useless for our
purposes since the implementation of the Bitstream-to-rn conversion program from Personal TJ$
makes it impossible to freely arrange characters in the fonts. Thus it is not possible to use the Icelandic
hyphenation table if using the Bitstream fonts.
Sometimes the p l a i n macros are not up to the typesetting of floating accents. There is no T@
primitive which puts accents underneath letters. Knuth has defined some macros in p l a i n which are
used for this. To put a dot underneath a letter the macro \d is used and the macro \b is used to put
a bar underneath a letter. The former macro is defined in p l a i n . t e x as:
\def \d#l(\oalign(#l\crcr\hidewidth. \hidewidth>)
These macros work nicely for putting a dot and a bar underneath straight letters but are not
adequate for italic letters. Re-definition of these macros along the following lines makes it possible
to use these macros both for straight letters and italic _letters.
\def \d#l(\ifnum\f am=\itf am
\oalign~#l\crcr\hidewidth\kern-O.lem.\hidewidth>%
\else
\oalign(#l\crcr\hidewidth. \hidewidth)\f i 3
\def \b#IC\ifnum\f am=\itf am\oalign(#l\crcr\hidewidth%
\kern-. 3em\vbox t o . 2ex(\hbox(\char22)\vss)\hidewidth~%
\else\oalign(#l\crcr\hidewidth%
\vbox to.2ex(\hbox(\char22)\vss)\hidewidth)\fi~
These macros only work for the italic family. If they are to be extended to slanted letters, it will be
necessary to introduce yet another conditional testing for membership in the \ s l f am.
T$jX is not able to put two accents over a single letter. These are quite frequent in the etymological
dictionary and, unfortunately, always occur in the italic font. After having tried some fiddling around
with kerns and such things, which did not produce what I felt were adequate results, I looked at the
definition of the \accent primitive in the listing for the TEX program (Knuth 1986:462-463). The
positioning of accents is "straightforward but tedious" according to Knuth. And further:
Given an accent of width a, designed for characters of height x and slant 8; and given a character
of width W , height h, and slant t: We will shift t h e accent down by x - h, a n d we will insert kern nodes
t h a t have t h e effect of centering t h e accent over t h e character and shifting t h e accent t o t h e right by

S= i(w-a)+h.t-X.S.
Well, I thought, this is what I need for the positioning of double accents. And so I decided to
macro called \dblacc. The idea is to first put one accent over a letter and
implement this in a
then use Knuth's formula as if it were a single character needing one accent. The macro \dblacc needs
to play with a number of variables. The names of these variables are similar to the ones Knuth uses
in the equation above:
\newdimen\xheight % t h e accents a r e designed f o r t h e x-height
(\it\xheight=\fontdimen5\the\font) % x-height f o r t h e i t a l i c f o n t
\newdimen\Shift \newdimen\A
I should note that I have not ir~plementedthis scheme completely and letters which can only be set wlth a floating
accent (e.g., doubly accented letters) are still coded with an accent-based coding.
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\newdimen\X \newdimen\W \newdimen\H \newdirnen\HT
\newdimen\XS \newcount\slant \newdimen\lk \newdirnen\rk

The macro itself is defined as follows:
\def\dblacc#l#2#3{\1eavevmode\setboxl=\hbox{#2#3~%
% #1 topmost accent, #2 first acc, #3 character
\H=\htl\W=\wdl\setbox0=\hboxC#1)\A=\wd0
\ifnum\f am=\itf am\slant=4
\HT=\H\divide\HT by \slant
\XS=\xheight\divide \XS by \slant
\else\slant=O
\HT=\H\multiply\HT by \slant
\XS=\xheight\multiply\XS by \slant
\f i
\lk=\W\advance\lk by -\A\divide\lk by 2\advance \lk by \HT
\advance \lk by -\XS\rk=\A\advance\rk by \lk
\Shift=\xheight\advance\Shift by -\H
\kern\lk\lower\Shift\hbox{#l~\kern-\rk\u~boxl\relax~

program, the slant parameter of the font
T@ is only able to handle integer arithmetic. In the
is used to position the accent. Here a brute force approach is used and the \slant is set to 4, which
is then used in division to equal multiplication by 0.25, which is the value of the slant parameter both
in cmt i9 and Times-Italic.
Now, I must admit that this does look rather complicated and I felt that a simpler method could
be found. I was aware of Peter Olivier's macros for setting double accents (Olivier 1988) but these
do not work for the italic fonts. .After having made the \dblacc macro, I saw Christina Thiele's
macro \diatop (Thiele 1987). This macro does a pretty good job but does not assign correct width to
the overall construction for doubly-accented letters and so is not suitable for running text (this could
probably be easily fixed). However, I did run a small experiment timing the \dblacc and \diatop
macros. After ascertaining that the former runs faster I sort of lost interest in redefining the macro!
Anyway, the \dblacc macro has performed pretty well in this project and so there has not been a
pressing need to change to something which perhaps is somewhat simpler.
4.3 Postscript
The book is typeset with
using PostScript to drive the typesetter. This approach was taken so
that it would be possible to get high-resolution typesetting on the Linotronic 300. Using PostScript
also demanded the use of Adobe typefaces since we did not have the Computer Modern faces for use
with Postscript at the high resolution offered by the Linotype machine. Even so I doubt that we
would have used the Computer Modern faces since they are not particularly well suited to typesetting
in narrow columns. The lowercase alphabet length of cmr9 is 118.0124 pt while the corresponding
figure for Times-Roman at 9 points is 107.48698 pt (the dictionary is set using fonts at 9 pt). For the
bold fonts there is an even greater difference in that cmbx9 has a lowercase alphabet length of 136.1019
pt while Times-Bold is 114.50696 pt.
This difference of length shows up clearly in the number of Overfull \hbox messages when typesetting with these fonts. 7l&X has a parameter called \tolerance which enables the user to specify
how much glue is allowed to stretch and shrink between words. Normally plain T@sets \tolerance
equal to 200 but this, as pointed out by Knuth (1984:28-29, 96), is much too strict for narrow column
setting.
The following table shows some experimental runs with \tolerance equal to 500, 1000 and 5000
using either Adobe fonts (Times-Roman, Times-Italic, and Times-Bold) at 9 points or Computer
Modern fonts (cmr9, cmbx9 and cmti9). These experimental runs were done on the articles comprising
the letter s totaling 4,318 paragraphs and running to 240 pages. It is evident that the number of overand underfull boxes is dependent on both the fonts used and the setting of the \tolerance parameter.
From these experiments it was decided to set the \tolerance to 1000 during the processing of the
book.
662
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Fonts

Box type

Adobe
Times
Computer
Modern

overfull
underf u l l
overfull
underfull

I

\tolerance

500
397
1
1037
3

1000
309
2
463
3

5000
22
177
71
421

Another approach, which I feel would be worth trying, would be to make a special version of Computer Modern designed for narrow settings. Knuth (1989) has recently given a fascinating example of
the way he changed the parameters of the Computer Modern fonts for the Concrete fonts. Something
similar can no doubt be done to make the fonts suitable for narrow columns.
The typesetting process used standard ?iEX (with one exception) running with an Icelandic hyphenation table. The change from standard QX relates to the hyphenation where one change was
@ code. In section 902 of the program listing (1986:380), Knuth declares that "TJ$
made to the T
will never insert a hyphen that has fewer than two letters before it or fewer than three after it". This
is less than ideal for Icelandic where it is very common to hyphenate before the second last letter of
a word. So slight changes were made to the code to accomplish this. Otherwise, the TE;IC program is
standard. In particular, I don't think using Multilingual 'I'@X would have been to any advantage in this
case since dozens of languages and dialects are referenced in the dictionary, many of them extinct and
no doubt getting hold of hyphenation patterns for these would have been pretty difficult!2 Correcting
the overfull boxes was therefore done by hand. This, however, did not turn out to be a particularly
onerous task.
Using PostScript with 7)$ is really quite straightforward. It is of course necessary to supply the
requisite t f m files. These can be rather easily generated from the AFM files provided with the Adobe
fonts. For this I used the a f t o p l program on the UNIXTEX distribution and changed it so that it
would recognize the font encoding I had adopted. The a f t o p l program makes p l files which can then
be changed to t f m files with the p l t o t f program. I have used ArborText's d v i p s driver to generate
the PostScript code from the d v i files. This has all worked quite satisfactorily.
The only thing which leaves something to be desired is the possibility for previewing the typeset
pages. The IBM RT has a screen with a resolution of 118 points to the inch. It has an excellent and
very fast previewer, enabling the user to jump t o any page in a 100-page section of the dictionary
almost instantaneously. No standard Adobe files exist for this resolution. So I tried making some up
using the Bitstream fonts, e.g., Dutch for Times-Roman. It turned out of course that one foundry's
Times-Roman is not another's. The widths of the characters are not comparable so what should be a
nicely justified text comes out quite ragged on the screen. This should come as no surprise and was
presumably one of the main motives behind Knuth's development of the Computer Modern family,
namely the need to generate a consistent set of fonts for use on devices with very different resolutions.
However, though I see a need for bringing up a set of correct PostScript screen fonts, the need is
not pressing since the preview is only used to check for widow lines, overfull boxes and such things.
Though PostScript has a reasonable character set, some characters are missing which are needed
in this project. These I have made up using the Fontographer font editor, a PostScript font editor
running on a Macintosh. Fontographer is quite different from METAFONT. A character is made by
drawing curves and lines on the Macintosh screen. Fontographer uses B6zier curves like METAFONT
but it has no understanding of "meta-ness", so each character has to be drawn on its own with the
user attending to the overall aspects of the design. The output of Fontographer is a PostScript file
which can either be downloaded to the printer or prepended to the PostScript file containing the text
of the dictionary itself. Actually, only the latter approach seems to work on the Linotronic.
All things considered, I would like to stress that using PostScript fonts with QX has turned out to
be much easier than I had at first imagined. It is of course true that PostScript has some limitations
in that it always operates from a single design size. This leads for instance to small caps letters which
are obviously of a lower quality than a specially designed small caps font. Also, the quality of the
With a purely bilingual dictionary the advantages of using Multilingual
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are obvious.

letters at small point sizes leaves something to be desired, but this is not a problem for the setting of
a dictionary which almost exclusively uses 9pt fonts. Those setting mathematics are of course aware
of the limitations of the Postscript fonts for mathematics.

5. Other Projects
I have already mentioned the dictionary of verbs which will be the major work undertaken over the
next few years. Considerable time has been spent on the database side of this project (which is now
being ported from MS-DOS to UNIX),and also on the typesetting aspects. We have also embarked
on a study of older Icelandic dictionaries. Some of these will be republished by the Institute, freshly
The first three volumes are now underway: an Icelandic-Latin dictionary from 1683,
typeset using
an Icelandic-Danish-Latin dictionary from 1814, and a Danish-Icelandic dictionary from 1819.
The latter dictionary shows off some of TE;Y7scapabilities quite nicely. The dictionary is DanishIcelandic, although we are primarily interested in the Icelandic vocabulary. A list of all the Icelandic
words (with reference to the appropriate headword) will be included with the book. 'l&X automatically
writes these words (which have been specifically marked in the dictionary) to a file and a special
@ again for
program then takes care of sorting and merging these entries which are then input to T
typesetting.

w.

6. Some Lessons

w

I don't think it will be necessary to explain to this audience why we have found
to be eminently
suitable for lexicographic work. The typesetting is unquestionably of the highest order. Our experiences
@ over the last couple of years have taught us many lessons. The most important of these is
with T
perhaps the following: When coding a manuscript, always code it at the most abstract level possible.
This was not our approach when we embarked on the etymological dictionary. This was partly due
to the fact that we were preparing a file for a typesetter. The virtues of logical or generic coding
are many, as pointed out by Lamport (1988) for example, and Knuth (1989:31-32) has an interesting
example of this relating to the different use of text numerals and mathematical numerals. The value
of logical coding is apparent in the making of dictionaries where we are dealing with text which is
relatively highly structured. By using logical coding it is relatively straightforward to use the same
manuscript for typesetting as for input to a database system. This of course, is one of the ideas
behind the SGML standard.
by itself does not force any particular style of coding on the user,
but it does enable the use of generic coding, and I feel that this should be used to the fullest extent
possible, especially perhaps in lexicographic work, where it would considerably ease the process of
putting printed dictionaries on-line (Alshawi, Boguraev and Carter 1989). Of course, when it comes
to the actual, final typesetting, it is not possible to completely bypass typographical coding. Thus, in
order to get rid of widow lines and other such typographical blemishes, it is necessary to use purely
typographic command such as \looseness. These commands are, however, few and can be easily
isolated.
One advantage of this approach is that by relatively simple re-definitions of macros, it is possible
to print completely different proofs of the same text, with cross-references or grammatical information
highlighted in special ways. This has been tried and found to be highly useful.
This approach has now been consistently adopted for other works now being coded in TE;Y at
the Institute. This holds for the historical dictionary of verbs mentioned earlier, as well as the series
of reprints of older dictionaries. My aim, through these diverse types of dictionaries, is to produce
a reasonably comprehensive macro package for the typesetting of dictionaries, a package which will
enable the user to describe the logical structure of the text while 'l&X takes care of the formatting.
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